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turbomachinery simulation for implementation into ALE3D. This paper d q $ e s a methodology to combine thretdun ensional aerodynamic lwbomachinery technology into the existing aerodynamic-stmctml interaction simulation, ALWD to obtain the desired aerodpamc and structiual integmted simulation for an aeroKopulson system.. The npoacd haein WBF paformed under the anspices of the U.S. Depsamcnl of Enuty by the Lawrcnce Livmore Nalional Laboratory under con(rad No. W-7405-ENo-48 and by the Arnold Eneineering Dntelopment Center (AEDC). Air Fonx Materiel Command (AFhfC). Work and walysis for this research by AEDC done by pclsormcl of Svadrnp Technalogy. Inc.. AEDC Group, technical sexvices contractor. Fntihcr nprodudion is authoxizcd to satisfy needs of the u. s. Gwernment. the Lawrence LivemioIe National Laboratory (LLNL), and the Arnold Engjneea Development Center (AEDC). The god of the activity is to address a wiety of issues related to safety and failure, surge, and inlet fluctuations provide exampies of t h e phenomena of interest.
NOMENCLATURE
Recent advances in turbomachinery design are leading to very high thrust. light weight comer&al engines that challenge-alI fronts of tecluiology developmerit. Hgti ternperahw super alloys with sirlgle crystal construction offer tremendous resilience in extremely harsh t m k e eaghie opexak environments. Similarly, the high bypass wide chord light weight hollow or composite fan blade offm tremendous strengtii during bird strikes, hale irgestion, and surge cycles.
Engines m general are susceptible to premature failure if imperfections are geiiemted either in tlie rriaxiufactuing process or through service-related damage. High thrust engines share the same susceptibility while producing ttigtrly erieigetic fiagnents during a fdure event. Failures that can lead to high velocity fkagments can be a liazud to the aircrafl and are a safety issue of considerable impoxtame to the commercial aircraft industry.
In recent years attention has been focused on a series of events that affect the cerGfication issue deatng with fan-biade-off containment. It is required by the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) that the engine be able to contain a fan blade which has been released followed by a safe shutdown This has been successfully demonstrated by all luhixte engines flying today. However, with the larga engines behg produced for the newest commercial transports, BCAG is concerned with the off-balanw loads that are genexated during the fbn blade release and that are transferred to engine nacelle, thrust mkscr, cowling, engine mounts and other aimaft structures. During a fan-blade-off event the failed blade transfers aU i t s kinetic e n q g to the nacelle. This dissipation of energy genexates force moments that are further compoded by asymtne~c xubbing of the off-balance mtor with the cowling. These force moments axe trawnrittedthrough the wwling to the airrraft sttucture.
Engine surge can accompany a fan blade off event. huing surge, the flow direction through the core compressor up to the combustion chamber rewms.
This flow reversal empties hot combustion gases h the combustor into the inlet until the pumping chamct&c dominates once again therefore shifhg the flowdirectianonceagaia T h i s p r o c e s s m a y r e p e a t~t i m e s within a second, violentiy shifting the flow direction. This induces tremendously vi?lent dynamics on the engine which evcntuany pqmgate to the engine nacelle, cowling, thrust reverser, engine mounts, engine strut and the airplane. One can envision &at these aynamicS can perhaps add to the dynamics created by a fan-blade-
Engine mges can also be initiated by inlet distortion created by turbulence, wind shears or some other aircrsft maneuvers.
Regardless of the cause, engine surge produces the same type of violent dynamics as has been discussed above. Engine surges, m general are far more COINnon m the field than the fan-bladeoff event. Unlike the fan-blade-off event, where the engine must be shut down, an engine expaiencing surge can recover and continue to operate safely, provided that the conditiolls initiating surge are performance of aircraft propulsion systems though numerical simulations. The focus is provided by the need to understand the interaction between structucaI and aerodynamic transients. Blade removed. Recent advances in engine control systems have provided good recoverability &om this kind of event.
The major goal of the BCAG/LLNUAEDC'collaboration is to provide the capability to rmalyticaIly predict engine surge flow dishibution, theimal/stmctural dynamics, and dynamic loads and stresses on a given installation configuration Currently, the joint study focuses on a small scale wind tunnel model about to be tested at NASA for the High Speed Commercial Transport (HSCT)
progam as well as several high bypass commercial engines. In addition the feasibility of coupled non-hear tliermal/flui~shcturaVengine h-ansient dynamic modeling concepts will also be presented.
TECHNICAL APPROACH
The numerical simulation of @e surge cycles that would result fiom a fan blade-off event requires analytic metliods that are coupled m terms of fluid, thermal and structural interactions.
Typically. these analyses axe performed by analysts woijcing m the individual disciplines usmg computational tools appropriate for that discipline. The incorporation of effects ffom other disciplines involves a partly phenomenological trial and m o r iteration process. Usually a common solution can be h v e d at via this process, but the procedure is time consuming and subject to error because of the cross talk between analysts whose expertise is limited to their own field. A more desirable approach would be to include all these effects m a CoItSistent manner within a single simulation package.
The goal of the collaboration between BCAG, LLNL and AEDC is to provide such a tooL
The joint research and dewlopment activity combines exkting technology being M o p e d at LLNL and AEDC. Each mdividual activity is briefly discussed and example app€ication of the technology is presented to provide an oveniew of the capability of each technolopy. F d y , a proposal is outlined for the development of the desired end product and its envisioned applications.
The devdopmglt of3D simulation took at LLNL in the an% of stmctural, fluid and them4 analysis has followed the traditional path of first developing capabilities limited to the particular topic of interest DYNA3D (whirtey and Engelmann, 1993) is the cubnination of two decades of reseafch in structural analysis. TOPAZ3D (Shapiro, 1985) is the equivalent tool for use m thennal transport simulations. JOY (Couch, Albrighf and Alexander, 1983 ALE3D is a finite element code that treats fluid and elastic-plastic response on an unstructured grid. The @d may collsist of arbitrarily connected hexahedral, shell and beam elements. The mesh can be constructed from &joint blocks of elements which interact at the boundaries via slide surfaces or other types of boundary conditions. Nodes can be designated as relax nodes and ALE3D will adjust theh position Ielahe to the material m order to relieve. distortion or to improve accuracy or efficiency. This relaxation process can allow nodes to CIOSS material boundaries and create mixed or multi-material elements.
The basic computational step consists of a Lagrangian step followed by an advection, or R X M P step. This combination of operations is fannally equivalent to an Eulenan solution while providing mcreased flexiiility and, m some cases, peatel accuracy. In the w a n phase, nodal forces are accumulated and an updated nodal acceleration is computed. Followirlg DYNA3D (Hallquist, 1982), the stress gradients and strain rates are evaluated by a lowest order finite clement method.
At the end of the Lagmngian phase of the cycle the velocities and nodal positions are updated. At this point several options are available. If the user Wishes to ~III the code m a pure-lapngian mode, no fixther action is taken and the code pnmeds to the next time step. If a pure-Euluian calculation is desired, the nodes are placed back m their original positions. This nodal motion or nlaxation generates mta-element fluxes which must be used to update ve.locities, masses, energies, stresses and other CoIlStihftive Properties. This re-mappiug process is referred to as a d d o n Second-orde!r-acmmte schemes are required to perfm this operation with sufficient accuracy. In addition, it is not genetally adequate to allow a d d o n only within mat& boundaries.
ALE3D has the ability to treat multi-mated elements, thus . atlowing nlaxation to take place across material boundaries.
The rUn potential of the ALE approach is malked when the code user has options available to tailor the evolution of the mesh to maximkc eithei efficiency or accuracy. h the simplest implementation the code is insfmcted to relax nodes as required to eliminate distortions in the mesh, A more pOwerN approach has the code relax nodes on the basis of an optimization sclieme. To this purpose ALE3D utikzes a finite element based equipotential method developed by R Tipton (Tipton, 1992) . This method accorrrmodates weighting functions which can be used to optimize the mesh based on some defined Criterion. ALE3D currently allows weighting by pressure, by artificial viscosity, by plastic stmin, by material number and along designated slip sdaces. The soution Win result in a more highly resolved mesh in the volumes containing the highest weights. This provides a form of dynamic mesh refinement. An illusbation of this technique is presented m Figure 1 for a diffirser geometry.
elution-
SriginaLUnifarmGrrd n t h S . . This technique has proved useful in improving the effective resolution m shock trackmg simulations. There are ais0 a number of options available for selecting predetermined or dynamically pro# mesh evolution in cases where that is appropriate.
I I Around Shock
A version of TOPAZ3D has been incorporated into ALE3D to provide a thermal transport capability. The TOPAZ3D pachage has been enhanced by the inclusion of a reaction chemisiry module (Nichols and Westerberg 1993). These capabilities arc utilized m a split operator mode whereby the operator can be applied at a time interval that is amKOprate for thermal effects and need not be consistent with the time step for the dynamics.
A critical step m any type of transient analysis for rotatkg tufbomachinery is to stabike the cmtiguration to steady state conditions m terms of both structural and fluid dynamics. m e n it is required to follow many revolutions of structural cmyoncnts without perturbation h m numerical inteption errors. Ttus places severe constraints on the techniques u s d t o integrate the dynamic equations through time.
Prestressing a body in DYNMD is performed m a fuuy dynamic mode. The technique involws an initial phase where body forces are applied to the lmstresred amfigmation. CentrifugSl fonxs are applied to represent the effect of rotation. The oscillatory response of the structure to this non-equiliium loading is oontrolled by applyurg a viscous damping t m . Judicious application of this damping tenn a U m an efficient relaxation to the e q u i l i i umtigudion. When the hetic en-in the structure falls to a value deemed newble, the code replaces the explicit centdigal forces with an equivalent rotational velocity field and the code be& the actual time integration. Figure 2 depicts a rotating structure for which this process has been applied. This partkular contigrabon represents the equihbrium state of the structure prior to blade release. This simulation is intended to be one phase in the computational sequence from blade release to surge to structural response. The m Mises stress in an element in a blade as it undqoes many revolutions was nearly constant fm a full 100 revolutions. The stab~ty of wm Mise stress in an element is an mdication of the accuracy of the numerical algorithm. The analogous problem for fluid dynamics is exemplified with the geometry shown m Figure 3 . The flat structure is a mock of wing component. This together with the nacelle and center-body model a test configuration of an engine S e t to be tested in a wind tunnel in association tvith the HSCT Program. Given flow boundary conditions in the far field and at the outlet of the inlet section, ALE3D must be able to settle to an equiliinum solution that is consistent with the actual flow field. The approach is merely to initialize the problem with the far field lnlocity pressure and density and let the dynamics prweed until equX%rium is reached. The efficiency of the relaxation process is sensitive to the choice for flow field within the nacefle, but generaUy, iategating for a few transit times is usually sufficient To provide stage force, F, and shaft w o k SCF, inputs to the momentum and energy equations, a set of quasi-steady stage characteristics must be awilable for closure.
The stage characteristics provide the pressure and tempenitwe rise across each stage as a fimction of steady a i r f l o w . Using pressure rise, temperature rise, and airflow, a calculation can be made for stage steady-state forces and shaR work. A typical set of stage characteristics is presented in Fig. 6 The time comtmt, z , is used to caliibrate the model to provide the n o d fotward flow is the specification of total prrssu~e and tempemtwe. The exit boundaty condition is the specification of exit Mach number or static pressure. During reverse flow the inlet is converted to an exit boundary with the specification of the ambient static pressure. Therefore, both the inlet and exit boundary filnction as exit boundaries during a surge cycle.
Currently, AEDC is developing a three-dimensional version of DYNTECC known as TEACC (Turbine Engine Analysis Compressor Code), (Hale, et al 1994) . The technology being developed within TEACC wiU ultimately be implemented into ALE3D providing a true 30 system surgelrotating stall capaaty. Details of TEACC can be found in the cited reference. cmnct post-stan behavior. The inflow b0uudaS.y oondition duling
SURGE CYCLE ANALYSIS
To illustrate the surge cycle analysis tlml can be conducted with DYNTECC, Boeing analyzed the aerodynamic behavior of a present-day commercial high pressure compressor (HPC) undergoing surge. System geometry was configured to include the fan and combustor geometry that interacts wiUi the compmsor during surge. Stage charactexistics were synthesized using a streamhe curvature code for prestd characteristics while using experience fiom both low speed and high speed systems to estimate post-stall chaacte&tics. The exit inacli nunber was reduced at a rate simulahng a combustor pressure pulse which initiates system 
AERODYNAMIC -STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
An engine inlet configmation associated wiUi Uie HSCT p r q a x i that is scheduled for testing in 19% has been analyzed. A scale mock-up of the desired HSCT engine inlet is to be tested duxirg an inlet unstart and its transient loading on the simulated scaled wing panel is to be measured. In addition to the plunie size, intensity and pattern of the shock waves that are generated during an inlet-unstart is to be monitored Inlet start is a conrplex three dimensional phenomena where a supersonic flow which comes through the inlet is stabiiized to mile acceptable subsonic co~i&tions before entering the fan. This produces a shock wave that sits strategically somewhere in the inlet thus creating a transition zone eom supersomc flow to subsonic flow %<thin the HSCT inlet. Pressure contours at equitilxiurri and at plume peak a e illustrated in Figure 9 . If for whatever reason the engine undergoes a transient such as an engine surge, the stable shock wave will be dismpted and become unstable possibly spilling out around the engine. This bubblelplume will spread and produce loading on the surrounding structure such as wing and can produce considerable challenge to the aircraft attitude control surfaces which will try to compensate for such puke loadings. In addition if the bubblelplume size is large enough it could be sucked m by the adjacent engine and thus perhaps causing it to unstart as we1 'Ilk will obviously intens@ the dynamics for the control system to compensate and thus requiring a thorough understanding of this phenomena.
The initial approach has been to analyze this coupled aerodynamicstructur;ll interaction with a decoupled numexi4 technique. The demupled approach that was taken was to model the surge cycle fiesuencies and intensity using DYNTECC for a typical high pres= turbine engine and correlate it with the SR-71 supersonic engine's surge data. This scaled pressure loading at the fan face was then introduced as a boundary condition to ALWD which chamctebd the HSCT inlet steady state shock location in a three dimensional inlet The boundary condition imposed in ALE3D f b m DYNTECC did not mcmrporate radial and ttieta vahtions because 
HSCT Inlet
The surge condition caused the shock to propagate out of the inlet with a finite plume size as illustrated in Fgwe 11. Figure 12 presen6 a plot of displacement on the wing-mock d a c e which indicates the dynamic response of the structure to the surge induced loading The calculated results will be compared with data when the experhnental results become available Normal Bow Shock The objective of the joint effort between the Lawrence Livmnore National Laboratory, the -hold Engineering Development Center, and the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group is to develop a general purl)me aerodynamic-stnictural simdation for aircraft propulsion systems and their components with the capability to interact with aircraft external flow fields and stnictrues. This objective can be met using the technologies d d b e d in the previous sections. The technical approach would many the turbomachinery system level technology represented by the AEJX DYNTECC and TEACC codes into the LLNL ALE3D aerodynamic-structural simulation. A system level-approach is envisioned which would allow intemal engine component and suboomponents (Le. a canpressor stage or blade row) to interact with the fidl turbine engine system and thus with external aircraft structures. If an analysis of an intemal engine component was desired, a more traditional CFDfinite element approach would be amilable through zooming.
Envisioned applications include: Compressor-Met Operabiliiy Invtstigations
Nozzle Aft-Body Aeromechanical Interaction Turbomachinery Aeromechanical Analysis Acoustical Analysis and E f f i of Remnant W i t h this coupled approach, a new numerical tool will become available to the aeropropulsion community that will allow filly interactive analysis between the traditionally uncoupled aerodynamics and structural disciplines. By developing this t d with govement resources, this tool will become nonproprietary and be available to all industry and kovemment agencies.
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Arnold Air Force Base, TN 37389 A B S T R A C~ f Traditionally, aeropropulsion structural pertmance and aerodyndb perfo&ce have been designed ;eparately and later mated together via ihght testing. In today's atmosphere of declining resources, it is imperative that more productive ways of designing and vaifying aeropmpulsion performance and structural interachon be made available to the aerospace mdustry. One method of oblahing a more proauctiVe design and evaluation capability is through lhe use of numerical simulations. Cmently, Lawrence Li\znnore National Laboratory has developed a generaked thxWsttuM iutmction code h o r n as ALE3D. This code is capable of characterizing fluid and structural intmction for axripon-such as the combustor, fsn/stators, inlet andlor nozzles. This code sohres the 3D Eukr equations and has been applied to several aempmpulsion applications such as a supersonic inlet and a combustor rupture simulation. To characteize aerodynamicstructural intexaction for rotating components such as the ampmsor, appropriate turbor~chinexy simulations would need to be implemented w i t h i n the ALE3D structure. The h o l d Engimering Development Center is currently developing a threedimensional compression system code known as TEACC (Turbine Engine Analysis Compnssor Code). TEACC also solves the 3D Eder cqualiosLs and is intended to simulate dynamic behavior such as inlet distortion, surge or rotating Staa The technology being dewloped within the TEACC effbrt provides the necessary turbomachinery simulation for implementation into ALE3D. This paper de@% a methodology to combine threedm . ensional aerodynamic turbomachinq technology into the existing aerodynamic-structural interaction simulation, ALE3D to obtain the desired aerodynamic and structuraI integrated simulation for an aeropropulsion system.. Engine surges can also be initiated by inlet distdon created by turbulence, wind shears or some other aircraft m a n e w s .
NOMENCLATURE
Regardless of the cause, engine surge pmduces the same type OF violent dynamics as has been discussed above. Engine surges, m general are far more common m the field than the fan-blade-off event. unlike the fan-blade-off event, where the engine must be shut down, an engine experiencing surge can recover and continue to operate safely, provided that the conditions initiahng surge are . performance of &craft propulsion systems Ulrough numerical simulations. The focus is provided by the need to understand the interaction between structural and aerodynamic transients. Blade removed. Recent advances in engine control systems have provided good recoveiability kom t h i s kind of event.
The major goal of the BCAG/LLNUAEDC'coIlahtion is to p r h d e the capability to analytically predict engjne surge flow dishibution, tliemal/shuct\nal dynamics, and dyiaxruc loads and stTesses on a given instaIlation configuraton. currently, the joint study Focuses on a small scale wind tunnel model about to be tested at NASA for the High Speed Commercial Transport (HSCT)
progam as well as several high bypass ConuneIcial engines. In addition the feasibility of coupled non-linear UiennaVfluidshuctuIal/en%me transient dynamic niodehg concepts wiU also be presented.
WCHNICAL APPROACH
The numerical simulation of engine surge cycles that would result fiom a fat blade-off event requixes analytic rnethods that a e coupled m terms of fluid, therm& and structural interactions.
T y p~~y .
these analyses are d o n n e d by a~iaIysts working in the individual &ciplines using computational tools appropriate for that discipline. The inco~poration of effects from other disciplines involves a partly phenomenologjcal trial and error iteration process. Usually a common solution can be anived at via tiis process, but the procedure is time consuming and subject to error because of the cross talk between analysts whose expertise is lirrdted to their own field. A more desirable approach would be to include all these e f i i i in a consistent manner within a singie simulation package. The goal of the collaboration between BCAG, LLNL and A J 3 C is to provide such a tool.
The joint fesearch and development activity combines existing technology being developed at LLNL and AEDC. Each individual activity is briefly discussed and example application of the technology is presented to provide an ovenkw of the capability OF each technology. F i i y , a proposal is outlined for the development of &e desired end product and its envisioned applications.
The development of3D simulation tools at LLNL in the arcas of structural, fluid and thermal analysis has followed the tditional path of first developing capabi€ities limited to the particular topic of mterest. DYNA3D (Whirley and E~~geImann, 1993) is the culmination of two decades of rtsearch m strudud an&*. TOPAWD (Shapiro, 1985) is the equivalent tool for use m thermal transport simulations. JOY (Couch, Albright, and Alexander, 1983 ), a 3D pure-Eulenan finite-difkence code and CALE (Tipton, IW), a 2D finiteditTerence arbitmy-Lapngian-Eulenan code provide the hetitage for the fluid mechanics capability that is being applied to the engine aero-structud analysis. A 3 0 finite element code Caned ALE3D (Sharp et. al., 1995) has been developed as a means OF merging many of the capabilities developed in the individual technology ateas. ALE3D was developed &om a version of DYNMD. It uses the basic Lagrangian finite element techniques developed there but has not maintained an identical set of algorithms as the two code efforts evolved along
